An intelligent agent-based scheduling system, consisting of a reinforcement learning agent and a simulation model has been developed and tested on a classic scheduling problem. The production facility studied is a multi-product serial line subject to stochastic failure. The agent goal is to minimise total production costs, through selection of job sequence and hatch size. To explore state space the agent used reinforcement learning. By applying an independent inventory control policy for each product, the agent successfully identified optimal operating policies for a real production facility.
Introduction
The Economic Lot Scheduling Problem (ELSP) refers to the production of multiple parts on a single machine, with the restriction that no two parts may he produced at the same time. It is assumed that the production rate for each part is fixed and constant. A significant change over time, or setup, is required when switching between products. This change over is an internal setup, as it may only take place when the machine is stopped. The demand rate for each part is also constant. For a comprehensive review of the extensive literature on deterministic ELSP refer to Elmaghraby [5] and Lopez and Kingsmans [IO] .
Current research into the stochastic lot scheduling problem has focused on random demand on a facility with limited production capacity. Several researchers have extended this problem to consider unreliable machines, however they either adopted an always resume or always abon policy. Campbell et al [3] has published optimal production policies using an abort or resume policy based on the percentage of target hatch size produced and the expected time to repair. An example of such a facility is an automotive stamping line, with die repair performed either on or off line. Other examples of industrial systems requiring scheduling of a multi-product single machine include bottling, paper production and molding.
ELSP has been proven NP-complete by Hsu [7] . The two main approaches to overcome this complexity either restricted the problem through assumptions or employed for heuristic algorithms that exploit known domain specific constraints or regularities.
Current analytical and heuristic techniques determine a hatch size or cycle time for each part. The solution vector, of target batch sizes, has been demonstrated as optimal for a particular inventory set, either a zero inventory level or an inventory picked by the scheduler. It is possible to adjust these solutions for alternative inventoly patterns. If the machine itself is subject to breakdowns, it is not trivial to extend the solution or even clear if the assumption of a single target hatch size for each part holds.
Design of such heuristic algorithms can be expensive and time consuming. A key advantage of Reinforcement Leaming (RL) agent techniques is that no underlying knowledge is required for its application, although performance improvement can he achieved through exploiting domain specific properties.
Several research groups have recently focused on applying RL agents to manufacturing problems. Patemina-Arholeda and Das [I31 apply a SMART algorithm on a serial production line. Das [4] also applies this same algorithm to optimisc the preventative maintcnance in a production inventory system. Mahadevan et a1 [I21 used this same algorithm and considered the integration of intelligent agents with commercial DES packages. Currently these methods have been applied to only a few of the potential areas of optimisation in manufacturing and many problems in the application of the algorithms exist.
Autonomously evaluating production processes using agents differs significantly from current DES optimisation approaches. Monte Carlo methods have been used to obtain optimal behaviour with no prior knowledge of the environments dynamics [16]. Aydin and Oztemel [2] have successhlly applied RL agents to a dynamic job-shop scheduling problem. The agent was trained using a learning stage by coupling it with a simulated environment. Agent-based work, in the jobscheduling field, has also been completed by Jeong [PI, Zhang and Dietterich [17] A reward is maximised, or a cost minimised, depending on the goal function of the agent. The cost function output by the model is calculated from inventory storage cost, die set up costs, production costs and downstream shortage costs. This information is used to make temporal credit assignments to conectly reward or punish prior decisions. Many researchers have considered the best method to attribute reward for a selected action. These methodologies may he broadly broken into average and discount rewards U61.
The decision logic module must select the most appropriate action for the model to take. During the leaming phase its goal is to explore the model state space and map the model's response to actions. The long-term goal is to minimise the overall production cost for this facility.
3. Agent-Based Scheduling System A deterministic ELSP model was implemented initially in Matlab, using Monte Carlo methods, as a test bed. An agent and supporting toolbox were also developed in Matlab.
Once the agent-based scheduling system was evaluated using the deterministic model as a test bed, the agent and toolbox was linked to a commercial discrete event simulation package. Visual Basic server communicated between Matlab and the simulation package, Quest.
To enhance the flexibility of models that may be studied, Quest's Batch Control Language was used to build the model at run time. This allowed different simulation scenarios to be rapidly generated. Once the Visual Basic server had established a link with Quest and set up the model, it opens a server to listen for a socket connection from the executing Quest model. It also launched the agent in the Matlah workspace and communicated using a DDE connection.
Discrete Event Simulation Model Design
It is difficult to establish whether the agent's policy is valid without testing on the real plant. As with all simulation studies, the results will only be as good as the model. For any scheduling study, using the agent-based scheduling architecture, standard modelling methodologies should he employed in during the model development cycle. The agent will not he able to pick state space regions where a model returns an incorrect cost function, so it is important to independently verify and validate to the model for all possible agent actions can confirm the cost function is correct, prior to the agent study.
In most situations there is only one model available to both explore the system with an agent and then verify the agent's results. When there is no second independent model, the random data streams can he altered or the original model itself could be adjusted for testing. For example, changing the system from stochastic to deterministic or reducing the complexity by creating all parts with uniform production parameters might help confirm that the agent's policy is valid.
Tuning the Agent
Agent parameters may he "tuned" to improve performance, by examining the agent's progress for unexpected behaviour and monitoring the role of each internal agent component. During the tuning phase of the agent a complete set of data, specifying all information received and expofled from the agent, is recorded. The agent's speed is reduced, but this is a necessary step to tune the agent to effectively interact with complex systems.
lntemal components important in tuning the agent include the reward generation, decision module logic and boundary guides, model action set and state space aggregation factors such as the state space mapping technique method and parameters.
Although the hest measure of success is the long-term reward or operating cost achieved by the agent, it is informative to observe the effects of individual actions or the cost mapping technique on the agent's performance.
Agent Reward Generator
One of the main issues is to accurately attribute costs associating an agent action with the time-delayed consequence of the action. The challenge lies in the fact that the true cost is\ not known for several decision epochs.
A production decision with short term cost benefits may result in long-term shortage costs. If a bad long-term decision was made how is this decision recognised and punished while a subsequent 'good'decision is not punished as a result of the prior bad' decision. The exact span is dependant on system parameters including production, depletion and failure rates. This is known in the literature as the "temporal credit assignment problem."
The reward generator utilises a history table to associate prior actions and average run costs. The length of the table and relative weightings may be customised to create different cost maps of the system. Different reward function weightings influence the exploration pattern of the state space.
Our current research has highlighted the inability to ensure the model remains bounded when randomly selecting actions during the exploration phase. Black box models of real systems have an inherent tendency to easily enter state space regions of instability. An inexperienced agent may make a series of decisions that places the system in an expensive, non-recoverable region of the state space. A sequence of poor decisions results in the inventory shortages, and the agent is unable to replenish stock and build a stable production schedule.
The agent's decisions logic may be assisted internally through rules or externally by secondary agent observing patterns in the agent's action sequence.
Internal rules were used to guide the agent, avoiding inappropriate decisions in boundary cases. These mles fall into the category of "common sense"; something that may be learnt by life long leaming agents. To enable the agent to find an operating policy with a single run these rules were useful. The state space cost surface in this class does not display any discontinuities or dramatic changes, resulting in most poor decisions not being recoverable.
Using a specialised behaviour-based agent enabled the RL agent to keep the ELSP model within an operating region where recovery from shortages was possible and help avoid local minima. Such methodologies are important to enable to scheduler to treat the model as a black box when studying the system and provide a robust solution to this problem.
The erratic high cost returns observed in Figure 2 are the result of the production facility entering unstable regions of the state space. A good action set and boundary rules resulted in robust agent performance, with recovery to a stable region.
A visual assessment tool has been developed to guide the user by predicting the effect of varying relative weighting on agent performance. The tool generates a plot to show the expected reward accumulated by alternate estimation reward estimate would most likely result in a different trajectory through state space. It may be used to estimate, for example, the number of decision epochs to include in a reward calculation.
Decision Module Logic
When the facility is busy decision epochs occur at the end of the process completion time and at the beginning of a facility down time. During periods when the facility is idle these occur when inventory level of a product reaches its buffer trigger level.
methods, although it must be remembered that an alternate . . .. The mapping should be structured in a way that maximises the reach ability of critical states. These critical states are those states with a high neighbourhood function, providing a broad reach to other states in the system. In the case of non-uniform state space mapping, a quantity of system states may he visited less frequently. Through experience and insight into the model, the mapping technique may be adjusted to improve the chances of the agent identifying low cost states.
Agent Action Selection
A wide range of actions potentially gives the agent an opportunity to reach all parts of the state space. Alter a simulation mn a more refined action set may be selected.
When the action set included of several similar actions, or hatch sizes, the agent did not readily select a single best . action.
Instead it derived a stable operating policy utilising a combination of preferred actions. The agent proved effective in finding a ball park'target batch sizes, but could not differentiate between minor variations. This was as a consequence of the variability in the reward due to the stochastic nature of the system.
When a second simulation is run to "zoom in" and identify the best action the agent failed to stabilise the system. A broad range of actions was required during the leaming phase to allow the agent to recover from poor decisions.
Dynamic action set selection, rather then employing a discrete action set, allowing an agent to automaticalli zero in on a good actions may increase the agent's effectivaness.
Exploration Technique
The exploration engine of the decision logic aims to efficiently generate an accurate action -state map in order to maximise or minimise a cost function. A common methodology is to reduce the rate of exploration over time.
In situations where repeated poor decisions result in the system entering an unrecoverable state such an exploration strategy performed poorly.
The most effective exploration strategy was to reduce the exploration rate periodically, such that the agent uses acquired knowledge to shitt the system into a preferred state, before commencing exploration again. The exploration-exploitation curve is observed in the data shape, in Figure 3 , as the system slowly makes the transition to lower cost operating regions.
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l U l M Figure 3 . Average agent action cost in stable states
A second method to avoid early instability is to initialise the model with at high initial inventories and allow the agent to "discover" the lower cost regions of state space over time.
In the case of non-stationary systems an agent is able to track the process evolution by simply continuing the learning process and updating of the state action map. If this is not sufficient to track the time evolution, then a low level of exploration could he considered.
Discussion
Initial agent development was completed using simplified models that provided useful insight into state analysis and decision logic design. Our research of the single part model indicated that the target hatch size is dependant on both the length of breakdown and the resumed repair time. This work has demonstrated that there is a part specific dependence between inventory state and target hatch size, A multiple part reliable facility model was then tested. This showed that rather then a single batch size for each product, more complex sequence were produced. A cyclic sequence was attained, with a period up to 20 epochs for a five-part system. This agrees with Campbell et al [3] assertion that optimum batch size is dependent on the inventory state of each part.
A scheduling system with a part specific abort resume policy was found to be more efficicnt then always resume or always abort policies. This finding is supported by the work of Arizono et al [I] . who discussed the effect of varying production rates on inventory control and showed that a system with controllable production rates is more efficient than an uncontrollable system.
In the case an unreliable system, the operating policy rarely settles on a cyclic sequencing pattern. This is only possible when a robust operating policy is achieved, which successfully absorbs machine failures. As with other heuristic methodologies, there is no guarantee of convergence and quality of solution.
The overall measure of success was the average operating cost after the agent ceased exploration. It was observed that there are multiple control policies that result in a stable, low cost product sequence.
Sequence independence is assumed, although in practice some processes exhibit sequence dependence. Sequence dependence may either restrict the ordering of products, or result in the setup time being dependent on the sequence. The agent-based scheduling system could he extended to encompass sequence dependent scheduling, by including rule-based programming in the decision support logics. If sequence restrictions exist, enforcing sequence dependence would simply reduce the search space of the agent by limiting the decision alternatives in a given state. The agent's performance would be expected to improve in such a situation, as the state space is smaller so the learning time would he reduced or the accuracy of the policy would improve. If setup time were sequence dependant then the cost function would be weighted accordingly and the agent's response would be adjusted, based on this cost function, thus requiring no change to our scheduling system.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that a reinforcement learning agent, with an agent-based scheduling system, can effectively identify optimal operating policies for large state spaces associated with real production facilities.
As the field of unreliable ELSP's is quite young, no bench marking has currently been performed against other published mathematical or heuristic algorithms. The focus of this work has been on developing new methodologies to allow agents to he applied to this class of problem. Further research is required into methods to 'tune'an agent to allow determination of optimum operating policies efficiently.
Many of the assumptions or restrictions made in the problem definition can be relaxed and the agent would still be expected to perform well in identikng an optimum policy. The strength of this approach is that the researcher or manager does not need to redefine their problem solving technique each time the model is adjusted to account for domain specific parameters of a production facility. This work is more general then other control policies and may be extended to mora realistic production processes with a broader range of uncertainty sources. These might include processing time, equipment reliability and availability, process yields, demands and manpower fluctuations.
Robustness is an important consideration in schedule evaluation. As the reliability of a facility is reduced, cost increases may be minimised through a robust schedule that is able to absorb unexpected events and still satisfy performance requirements. The approach presented here provides such a mechanism in which to generate robust schedules.
